Introduction
Electrospinning is an attractive method for the manufacture of polymer based fibres with a wide range of diameters varying from a few microns down about 10 nm by controlling the properties of polymer solutions or melts and the processing parameters [1, 2] . Furthermore, different fibre assemblies can be obtained through changes in the electrical field and through the use static and dynamic collection systems [3] . The use of rotating collectors makes it possible to introduce molecular orientation as a means of increasing the tenacity (tensile strength) of the fibres [4, 5] . Elastomeric fibres also have been produced by electrospinning [6, 7] and the successful use of in-line ultraviolet (UV) curing has been claimed by some authors [8, 9] . Electrospun fibres are invariably collected as mats for use in issue engineering, filtration and sensors, where a high level of porosity and a large surface to volume ratio are required [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Although the development of biodegradable fibres by electrospinning has attracted the attention of many researchers in recent years only a few studies have been reported on elasticated fibres from renewable resources. Hao et al. [14] , for instance, have produced smooth electrospun fibres with diameters of 5-8 from chloroform solutions of synthetic cis-1,4-polyisoprene using a roll take-off unit. The fibres produced displayed a characteristic bamboo-like geometry with regular periodic nodes at 20 -60 µm distance along the length. Manzine Costa et al. [15] have produced fibres from polycaprolactone solution in chloroform mixed with different amounts of a natural rubber (NR) solution in toluene. Cacciotti et al. [16] , on the other hand, have produced fibres from both NR and NR containing suspensions of graphene nanoplatelets in the rubber solution.
No work has been reported so far, to the best of our knowledge, on the use of epoxidized natural rubber (ENR) either as a single component system or in blends with minor amounts of an auxiliary polymer. In a very recent report Cosme et al [17] have shown that PLA fibres can be successfully produced with the addition of amounts of ENR up to 50 %, which was found to increase slightly the degree of crystallinity. No attempt was made, however, to control or manipulate the distribution of the two constituent domains within the fibres through the use a third component as a compatibilizing agent.
ENR is obtained by introducing epoxy functionalities into NR by controlled oxidation reactions [18, 19] . The original aim of this polymer modification was to introduce polar groups along the chains of NR as a way of improving certain physicochemical properties, such as resistance to oil and solvents. The described chemical modification is particularly valuable also for the production of biodegradable systems, insofar as it is expected to enhance the degradation characteristics of NR by microorganisms in products where catalytic proteins are removed from the original latex [20, 21] . Blends of ENR with biodegradable polymers would provide a viable route for the manufacture of products with enhanced biodegradability [22] . In this work polylactic acid (PLA) was chosen as the minor component of the ENR fibres for its established position as a biodegradable polymer, as well as for its availability in a crystalline form.
A major aim of this work is to explore the possibility of tailoring the morphology of the blend by the addition of a compatibilizer produced by reacting ENR with small amounts of a monoamine terminated propylene glycol oligomer, according to the scheme shown in Figure   1 , using a laboratory size melt mixing device. It should be noted that the work addresses for the first time the use of a compatibilizing agent, as a permanent third component, in the formulation of blends for the production of fibres by the electrospinning process. A propylene glycol oligomer (PPG) derivative was chosen for this work on account of the reported thermodynamic miscibility of polypropylene glycol with PLA, as well as for its low toxicity rating, which makes it more suitable than the corresponding polyethylene glycol derivatives for biotechnology applications [21] . The rationale is founded on the hypothesis that the monoamine derivative of PPG is not conducive to produce cross-links through further reactions of the secondary amine resulting from the first step of the reaction shown in Figure   1 , on account of the steric effects imposed by the methyl groups adjacent to both the epoxy group in the ENR, which may also be impeded by spatial restrictions inherent to the molecular dimension of the reactants. 
Preparation of feedstock materials for electrospinning
Mixtures of different compositions were produced using a Haake mixer according to the details shown in Table 1 . Approximately 50 grams of raw material was mixed in each run, using Banbury rotors R600 at 80 rev/min rotation speed. In all cases PLA was pre-dried at 60 o C for 24 hours. From the stoichiometry of the reaction in Figure 1 it is estimated that the amount of Jeffamine M600 grafted to ENR25 in the ENR-g-JM compatibilizer would produce branches attached to ENR polymer backbone consisting of 30-atom segments at a rate of approximately 1 for every 12 repeating units along chains. This structure derives from an estimated molar ratio Jeffamine M 600 : ENR 25 = 1 : 12, based on the molecular weight of the repeating unit for ENR25 equal to 277 Da and for Jeffamine M600 equal to 600 Da. In addition to the formulations in Table 1 several ad hoc auxiliary mixes were also produced as reference data to aid the discussion.
The mixing time and temperature were set according to the extent of reaction expected and to ensure an adequate degree of mixing. The torque exerted by the rotors during mixing was recorded to monitor the changes in melt viscosity.
Electrospinning runs
Solutions in chloroform at 6, 8 and 10 w/v% concentration were used to determine the experimental conditions required to produce fibres by electrospinning with an apparatus manufactured by Linari Engineering. The syringes have a 1 mL capacity with a 21G needle 80 mm long and a bore diameter of 0.6 mm. An additional composition, coded Blend B+JM, was also electrospun into fibres. This was obtained by adding Jeffamine to the binary Blend B solution in amounts equivalent to those used in the production of the compatibilized Blend E system.
The applied voltage, flow rate through the syringes and distance from the earthed collector were systematically changed and fibres were produced under suitable conditions, which varied according to composition of the feed stock mixture.
Characterization techniques
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis was used to obtain a quantitative estimate of the epoxy groups in the ENR component at 870 Optical microscopy examinations were made to determine the best electrospinning conditions by visual inspection.
The fibres made from binary Blend B and compatibilized Blend E were analysed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a TA Instrument series Q200 Thermal Analyser, alongside control samples of the raw materials used as 8 % solutions. The fibres were allowed to stand at room temperature for at least one week before the DSC runs were performed. Samples in the range 5 -10 mg were heated from 20°C to 200°C at a heating rate of 10°C/min under nitrogen flow of 50 ml/min. The Tg of the rubber phase was obtained from the thermograms in the temperature range -70°C to -10°C using scans at 5 °C/min in nitrogen atmosphere.
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used to examine the morphology of the fibres produced. In the case of cast films a 1 millimetre wide strip was immersed in liquid nitrogen and broken into two parts using forceps in order to examine the cross-section. The fibres would not break after immersions in liquid nitrogen and were, therefore, cut into small pieces and directly pasted onto the carbon tab and then pasted on aluminium stubs. After applying a silver conductive coating the specimens were placed into the vacuum chamber of the SEM apparatus and scanned to produce image.
Results and Discussion

Torque evolution during mixing
The torque exerted in the mixing operations, recorded by the instrumentation of the Haake mixer, was used to examine the changes during mixing. In Figure 2 are compared the torque traces for the processing of the raw ENR and the mix with the Jeffamine for the production of the compatibilizer ENR-g-JM and also for the binary Blend B alongside that obtained for the production of the compatibilized Blend E. The traces in Figure 2 show that in all cases there is a gradual reduction in the torque due to degradation of either or both ENR and PLA components, as already reported elsewhere [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The traces in Figure Table 1 ) the very large reduction in the viscosity of the mix, which becomes increasingly more prominent at longer mixing times, has to be attributed to degradation by chain scission, possibly in both components. In earlier work we have reported the catalytic effect of moieties with carboxylic acid groups on the ring opening of epoxy groups as precursors for chain scission reactions [26] .
FTIR spectroscopy
The FTIR spectra in Figure 3 clearly identify the absorption peaks for the two main relevant groups for the ENR/PLA blends used for the production of the fibres, respectively ~870 cm
for the epoxy groups [26] and at ~1750 cm -1 for the C=O groups in the PLA. In view of the merging of the absorption band for the epoxy at ~870 cm -1 with that at ~837 cm -1 for the C-C bonds, the height of peaks from the base line instead of the area was used to determine the degree of conversion of epoxy groups. The relevant data are summarized in Table 2 . The data in Table 2 show that there is a considerable discrepancy from the theoretical conversion of epoxy groups for the grafting reaction outlined in Figure 1 , which is estimated to be around 15 %. This is considerably lower than the values obtained for the blends and the difference has been attributed to the formation of large amounts of vicinal diols (i.e. COH-CHOH groups) [26] . Table 2 show that the presence of the Jeffamine component in the compatibilizer brings about a significant reduction in the conversion of epoxy groups, which may be ascribed to a reduction in the catalytic activity of the terminal carboxylic acid groups in the PLA component of the blend, due to the possible formation of corresponding ammonium salts, as indicated also by observations on the torque recorded during mixing of PLA with small quantities of Jeffamine M600 (not shown for brevity). It is worth noting also that the conversion of epoxy groups for the physical mixture of binary Blend B with 15 % Jeffamine (equivalent to the amount in the compatibilized Blend E) corresponds to the estimated value results from a dilution effect. This confirms that no further conversion of epoxy groups has taken place in the electrospinning of the fibres.
Fibre formation and mat density
The optimum conditions for the ENR/PLA binary Blend B were found to be respectively 9.5 kV voltage, 15 cm distance and 1.9 mL/hr flow rate, whereas for the compatibilized Blend E and the physical mixture of binary Blend B with Jeffamine were 10.5 kV voltage, 22cm distance and 2.0 mL/hr flow rate. Examples of elastomeric fibres produced under different conditions from the compatibilized blend of ENR and PLA (compatibilized Blend E) are shown in Figure 4 . Note, however, that the mat density differences observed between the No "gel" particles were visible in the solution of all systems studied and, therefore, the hypothesis on the steric hindrance by the CH 3 groups for cross-linking reactions, shown in the scheme in Figure 1 , can be considered to have been verified. However, it should be noted that in previous work [24] a very high level of gelation was obtained with the use of dodecyl succinic anhydride as a cross-linking agent ENR50, which contains a nominal 50 mol% epoxide groups. The discrepancy is likely to due to the greater accessibility of the COOH groups derived from the anhydride for interacting with the OH groups of the ENR chains than the NH group of the secondary amine chains of the grafted Jeffamine component.
All solutions were spun without prior filtration to remove any impurities present as micro- The optical micrograph of the mats in Figure 4 produced at the shortest distance reveals the presence of large filaments as well as large "gel" beads from which emerge several splayed fibres. Reneker and Chun [27] have identified four regions between the syringe needle tip and the collector:
a) The base as the region at the exit, which is a tapered cone in which the axial velocity of the liquid increases as the polymer is accelerated along the axis of the jet under the influence of the longitudinal stress.
b) The jet corresponds to the region beyond the base where the electrical forces continue to accelerate the "polymer liquid" and to stretch the jet.
c) Splaying occurs in a region in which the radial forces from the electrical charges carried by the jet become larger than the cohesive forces within the jet.
d) The collection region is where the jet is stopped by an earthed surface and the formed fibres are accumulated or continually removed by a rotating device.
The above authors, however, have not discussed the state of the polymer solution at the point where splaying takes place. In many cases, however, the formation of fibres is presented as single filamentary products from the exit of the needle of the syringe to the collecting device.
More recent authors have invoked the concept of chain entanglement inherent to solutions of high molecular weight polymers as a controlling parameter for the formation of fibres. In using polymer solutions under these conditions there will be a very rapid increase in viscosity with increasing polymer concentration, resulting from the evaporation of the solvent at the capillary exit. A power law relationship with exponent between 5 and 6 has been reported [28, 29] .
An examination of the appearance of the fibres in the micrographs in Figure 4 confirms that that splaying has taken place in the formation of fibres, which would occur after a sufficient amount of solvent has evaporated to bring the physical state of the jet near towards the "critical gelation concentration" [30] . A clear demonstration of the role of gelation in electrospinning of polymers from solutions can be obtained from the experiments carried out by Crne et al [31] . These authors have produced physical gels from solutions of PMMA in dimethylformamide (DMF), which were used to make fibres by electrospinning through the needle of the syringe heated to temperatures well above the sol/gel transition temperature.
They have found that continuous fibres could be produced at much lower polymer concentrations when using either iso-PMMA or syn-PMMA than the corresponding atactic , where φ is a shape factor and η is the viscosity. This equation
stipulates that the conditions to achieve "absolute" dimension stability would be derived by setting Δs = 0, which can only be satisfied through gelation, i.e. for η → ∞, on the basis that the surface energy cannot be equal to zero.
The SEM images in Figure 5 show the appearance of typical samples collected from the ENR solution, at two levels of magnification. These clearly confirm that a single component ENR system does not lend itself to the formation of fibres over the entire range of conditions examined.
Figure 5. SEM micrographs of images of collected products from the solutions of ENR 25 in chloroform at low magnification (left) and high magnification (right).
It can be deduced that the difficulty to reach the required conditions in the electrospinning of the ENR solution is due to deficiencies arising from the low molecular weight of the polymer, in order to obtain a solutions with high viscosity to produce the required level of entanglements and from the lack of sufficient order in the molecular structure to produce a "gel". The molecular weight of the ENR used in the present work is quite low, estimated to be within the rage 40 -80 kDa due to the scission of polymer chains brought about by the oxidative epoxidation process and during melt mixing [32] . Furthermore, the crystalline domains in the original NR would have been largely destroyed by the introduction of epoxy groups, as they would have interrupted the cis-sequencing of the monomeric units along the molecular chain. Consequently the successful production of fibres from ENR/PLA blends has to be attributed to the presence of discrete hard domains, which brings about the necessary conditions for gelation of the fibres after splaying of the jet, in order to prevent the formation of globules under the influence of the surface tension (as discussed earlier). This deduction is supported by the work of Yang et al. [33] where an immiscible hard polymeric component (polymethyl methacrylate) was used to overcome the chain entanglement deficiencies of PDMS to achieve the conditions for fibre formation by electrospinning. Similarly Oktay et al.
[34] have electrospun fibres from PDMS-poly(amic acid) block copolymers, which were subsequently thermally imidized to obtain PDMS-polyimide fibres in the form of mats.
It should be noted that the elastomeric fibres produced from single polymer systems reported by other authors were based on high molecular weight polymer grades, exhibiting also a certain degree of structural order. For instance, in the case of fibres produced from poly cis-1,4 -isoprene the molecular weight was in the region of 400 kDa, as a synthetic grade [35] , and even higher for natural rubber [15] , both of which are known to contain crystalline domains. Accordingly, Choi et al. [8] have used a polybutadiene grade (BR) with molecular weight in the region of 520 kDa, which is essentially poly cis-1,4 -butadiene with a degree of crystallinity in the region of 20 % [36] .
In Figure 6 are compared the SEM micrographs of fibres at two levels of magnification for fibres produced from blends of ENR 25 with PLA, respectively binary Blend B,
compatibilized Blend E and physical mixture Blend B + JM. The variation of fibre diameter for samples in the micrographs is shown alongside the images of the fibres in the form of histograms. The images in Figure 6 show the greater homogeneity of fibres produced from compatibilized Blend E (centre) and from the physical mixture Blend B + Jeffamine (bottom) than from the binary Blend B (top). The fibres from blends containing the Jeffamine modifier, either as a reaction compatibilized Blend E or as a physical mixture Blend B+JM, have a smoother surface finish than those produced from the binary Blend B. Since the surface of the "blobs" and the interconnected fibrillary elements collected during the electroprocessing of the neat ENR solution is very smooth, the surface protrusions visible on the surface of the fibres produced from the blends can only be attributed to the presence of PLA domains. The DSC data confirm that phase separation has occurred during the evaporation of the solvent.
The higher proportion of small diameter fibres produced with the incorporation of a compatibilizer in the solution mixture is indicative of a more effective splaying mechanism, brought about by the formation of smaller aggregates within the solution just prior to the onset of gelation. This provides a greater number of nuclei to trigger the splintering process for the formation of fine gelled fibres (splaying), emanating from the outer layers of the jet, which continues through successive steps until it is interrupted by the rigidity provided by thick layers of gel in the central regions.
The above interpretation of events for the formation fibres in electrospinning of polymer blends raises also questions about inter-fibre variability with respect to domain size and degree of crystallinity. The much higher evaporation rate accompanying the formation of the very fine fibres relative to that in the much thicker fibres can be expected to affect the morphology of the segregated domains, which would be reflected in the properties of individual fibres. Needless to say that the experimental verification would present insurmountable difficulties in the selective sampling of the fibres from the mats produced.
The thermograms in Figures 7 from the DSC thermal analysis and the summarized data in Table 3 confirm the existence of a two-phase morphology for the fibres produced from all three ENR/PLA blends. Note that the normalized enthalpy data for the PLA phase in the binary Blend B correspond to a degree of crystallinity in the region of 37 %, which is a typical value for this grade of PLA crystallized from the melt. Moreover, the Tg and the peak cold crystallization temperature (Tc) values are also similar to those obtained previously on processed neat PLA [25] . In the present study, the thermogram for an ad hoc melt mixture of PLA with 2 w%
Jeffamine displays features similar to those found for fibres produced from the blends containing Jeffamine, which display a reduction in Tg (from 56.1 to 49. The DSC thermal data relevant to the crystallization of the fibres in the electrospinning process are summarized in Table 4 . 
Fibres from Blend B
1 100
Fibres from Blend E These show that the presence of Jeffamine in the polymer blends increases the extent of solvent induced crystallization of the fibres (Xc)i relative to the maximum achievable for the system considered and, in particular, the effect is greater when it is in the form of a "free" plasticizer than when is pre-grafted on the ENR (i.e. ENR-g-JM). The relative rates of solvent induced crystallization can be estimated from the enthalpy data in Table 3 as the ratio of the extent of crystallization of the fibres for the ternary system to the value for fibres of the binary Blend B (Xc)r, which is 1.43 for the compatibilized Blend B and 3.08 for the physical mixture Blend B+JM. Furthermore, the depression of the maximum degree of crystallinity of the PLA component achievable for the ternary blends relative to the highest extent of crystallization that can be obtained in the binary blend (corresponding also to the value for neat PLA processed under the same conditions) is much less when the Jeffamine is used as a free plasticizer in the physical mixture (83.1%) than when is present as a chemically bound component of the compatibilizer ENR-g-JM (60.4%).
[See values for (Xm)r in Table 4 ].
It is worth noting that polypropylene glycol (PPG) has been also been found by other authors to affect the overall rate of crystallization, as well as the rate of growth of spherulites, when used as plasticizer for PLA [37] [38] [39] [40] .
Inferences from DSC data at low temperatures
In Figure 8 are shown the thermograms for systems that were used in the production of the electrospun fibres obtained from the DSC analysis at low temperatures across the glassrubber transition of the ENR phase. The intersection point of the extrapolated part of the trace representing the initiation of the transition (Tg (i) ), as well as the temperature value at the minimum in the trace representing the end of the transition and the starting of the relaxation of the enthalpy for the physical ageing (Tg (f) ), are shown in Table 5 . Note that the recorded Tg value for processed ENR25 of this study is slightly higher than the values reported by the manufacturers and from measurements carried on the same batch of the pristine elastomer sample. This discrepancy can be attributed to the formation of vicinal OH groups through reactions with water moisture during mixing [41] , but it could also be due to the differences to the method and the heating rate used in the measurements. The substantial shifting and broadening of the glass-rubber transition region for the system ENR-g-JM, identifiable in Figure 8 , clearly demonstrate the internal plasticization effect resulting from the reaction of Jeffamine with ENR25. Since the Tg of ENR 25 is very close to the melting point of Jeffamine a non-interactive solubilisation mechanism alone would not be expected to bring about any change in the Tg of the polymer. Table 5 . Summarised DSC data extracted from the thermograms in Figure 9 . In examining the Tg data in Table 5 one notes that the reference glass transition temperature values (Tg (i) and Tg (f) ) for the processed ENR25 and the binary Blend B are quite close, even though the slightly lower values for the processed ENR25 could be significant [24] . A distinctly larger reduction in the Tg (i) value, on the other hand, is observed for the compatibilized Blend E, which is a reflection of the effect of the lower and broader glass transition of the component ENR-g-JM. Since a reduction in Tg values in the compatibilized Blend E is experienced for both the rubber phase and the PLA phase, the observed effects confirm unequivocally the efficient compatibilization of blends of ENR25/PLA brought about by addition of ENR-g-JM.
The scheme in Figure 9 indicates that a thermodynamic drive is expected for the migration of "free" Jeffamine species into the PLA component of the binary Blend B, due to the stronger interactions between the amine groups in Jeffamine with the carboxylic end groups in the PLA, towards the formation of the corresponding ammonium salt than with the oxygen of the epoxy group in ENR25. These associations are highly restricted when Jeffamine is chemically bonded to the ENR chains in the ENR-g-JM compatibilizer and can, therefore, be taken as a contributory factor for the reduced effect on the extent of crystallization in the fibres. Katsogiannis et al. [43] in studies of on electrospinning of polycaprolactone using a mixture of chloroform and dimethyl sulfoxide solvent.
With regard to the important role of the volatility of solvents it is worth noting that Han et al.
[44] have obtained non-porous CA fibres solutions in mixtures of water and acetic acid at 10 -15% concentration. The role of the solvent in determining the primary and hierarchical structure of fibres has also by demonstrated by Li et al. [45] in the electrospinning of solutions of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). The addition of a hydrophilic solvent, such as DMF, was found to play an important role in the events on the surface of the fibres due to the thermodynamic instabilities resulting from leaching out of quantities of DMF through solubilisation in water from the atmosphere, which causes a localized desolubilization of the polymer and the formation of surface roughness through differential solvent desorption rates.
However, porosity and surface roughness were also observed with the use of more volatile hydrophobic solvents, such as chloroform at high solution concentrations (20 %). A study by
Gasper et al. [46] has shown that the surface roughness, in the form of a multitude of connected craters, on fibres electrospun from polystyrene (PS) solutions in tetrahydrofuran (THF) is due the environmental humidity at levels greater than 25 %. The condensation of small droplets of water, at different sites over the surface of the jet, causes disturbances in the solvent evaporation rate over the surface area of the fibres, which gives rise to the formation of myriad imprints resulting from localized events related to the contact with water droplets.
Although explanations were not provided the observed effects must be related to the hydrophobic nature of the fibres, which impedes the spreading of water over the surface and to the "gel" state of the fibres in preventing the self-levelling of the protrusions through molecular flow by the surface energy forces.
In the majority of the reports the surface roughness has been connected with the porosity in the bulk of the fibres, which were all produced from single polymers using a mixture of solvents. The formation of pores has been explained has been attributed to the formation of a "dense" skin [40] , which creates a barrier for the evaporation of the solvent and gives rise to the nucleation of voids within the bulk. Although the systems of this study are different from those reported in the literature a close inspection of the surface of the fibres suggest that there could be some commonality with respect of the formation of voids as a contributory factor.
The micrographs in Figure 10 show the appearance of the surface of the fibres produced, respectively from a compatibilized ENR/PLA blend (binary Blend B + JM) and for the binary Blend B (non-compatibilized). Not only does the latter exhibit a much rougher surface but it displays also the presence of many distinct "pin holes", which are absent on the much smoother surface of the fibres from the physical mixture Blend B + JM. This specific feature indicates that voids can still form even after "gelation" of the fibres, however, the absence of similar "pin holes" on the fibres produced from both compatibilized Blend B and the physical mixture Blend B + JM suggest the morphological structure may play an important role in relation to the evaporation rate of the solvent. 
Conclusions
A compatibilizer (ENR-g-JM) for blends of an epoxidized natural rubber (ENR25) and a crystalline grade of polylactic acid was produced by reacting in a Haake mixer a monoamine terminated polyethylene glycol (Jeffamine M600) with ENR25 at molar ratio 1:12.
Blends of ENR25 with PLA, at weight ratio 70:30, were produced both as a binary blend (binary Blend B) and in combination with a small amount of compatibilizer ENR-g-JM (compatibilized Blend E). Solutions in chloroform were evaluated for the production of fibres by electrospinning, which were then examined by thermal analysis as well as for dimension measurements and surface texture examinations.
While solutions containing only ENR25 were not conducive to the electrospinning of fibres, the presence of PLA in blends made it possible for fibres to be produced over a wide range of operating conditions. The favourable response acquired by the latter systems is attributed to the stability of the geometry of fibres subsequent to splaying of the solution jet, which can be presumed to arise from the gelation of the fibres. The gel state of the solvated fibres provide the required axial forces to oppose the circumferential and radial shrinkage resulting from the inherent surface energy in the thermodynamic drive to minimise the free energy of the system.
The fibres obtained from binary Blend B displayed a considerable level of surface roughness, featuring as a consistent pattern along the entire length of the fibres, which is attributed to the differential evaporation rate of the solvent from the two constituent phases.
The fibres containing Jeffamine, either chain-bonded species (ERN-g-JM) or as a "free" plasticizer (binary Blend B + JM), display a much smoother surface texture due to the reduction in the dimensions of the PLA domains and to the likely co-continuity of the constituent phases, which provides a more uniform evaporation rate of the solvent from the various constituent domains of the "gelled" fibres.
It can also be concluded that although the interpretation of the splaying mechanism and the related formation of larger quantities of fine fibres resulting from compatibilization of the components of the ENR/PLA blend examined can only be of an exploratory nature, the related observations brings out an awareness of the wider role of compatibilizing agents in the electrospinning of polymer blends.
